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Abstract
The GOES-16 satellite ground segment team develops different levels of environmental products
and makes them readily available to the public. The level 2 Land Surface Temperature (LST)
product aims to provide a remote measurement of the Earth’s surface temperature every hour.
LST is of fundamental importance to many aspects of the geosciences, for example, to study the
Urban Heat Islands (UHI) effect. The product however, does not provide values for pixels where
the satellite imager’s view is obstructed by clouds, as determined by a cloud mask intermediate
product. The objective of this thesis is to estimate LST in the cloud masked pixels by taking
advantage of the temporal resolution of the GOES-16 level two product and other remote sensing
products related to the temperature of the area of interest. This is done by using two different
methods; Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) Neural Network and an Interpolation Method.
LSTM is well-suited to make prediction based on time series data and the interpolation method
uses neighbor pixels without cloud cover for the estimation of LST. The accuracy of the
estimation was measured by reconstructing the images with the estimated values of LST and
using R and RMSE as performance evaluation metrics. The results show that the interpolation
method has better performance in the estimation of LST since the reconstructed images show
better values in the performance evaluation metrics ranging between 0.3460 to 0.9880 for R and
0.2929 K to 0.8111 K for RMSE. The performance evaluation metrics of the images that were
reconstructed using LSTM range between -0.0859 to 0.5548 for R and 0.546 K to 1.9844 K for
RMSE.
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Chapter 1
1.1

Introduction

Land Surface Temperature is how hot the “surface” of the Earth would feel to the touch in a
particular location. From a satellite’s point of view, the “surface” is whatever it sees when it
looks though the atmosphere to the ground [28]. LST plays a major role in the scientific
community since it helps in the study of various research questions and one of them is the effects
of the Urban Heat Island (UHI). UHI can be monitored through thermal satellite remote sensing
of LST [55]. UHI refers to the fact that cities tend to get much warmer than their surrounding
rural landscapes. These temperature differences occur when cities’ unshaded road and buildings
absorb heat during the day and radiate the heat into the surrounding air [3]. Figure 1.1 illustrates
the UHI effect, in the figure we can see how the graph shows a greater temperature in the
downtown and urban areas than what is measured in the rural areas. Elevated temperatures from
heat islands can affect a community’s environment and quality of life in multiple ways: increases
energy consumptions, creates elevated emissions of air pollution and greenhouse gases,
compromises human health and comfort and affects the water quality [15]. Also, LST can be
used to monitor surface energy fluxes [43], drought [41] and air temperature [46].

Figure 1.1: Urban Heat Island [42].
The Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) - 16 ground segment team
develops different levels of environmental products and makes them readily available to the
public. The level 2 LST product is created with a temporal resolution of 1 hour and a spatial
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resolution of 2 km. The product however, does not provide values for pixels where the satellite
imager’s view is obstructed by clouds, as determined by a cloud mask intermediate product.
Reconstruction of the LST is a complicated task due to the unpredictable and highly random
nature of the LST. LST also varies depending on the region and time of the year. In remote
sensing, the prediction of LST has been archived using different methods (Chapter 3).

1.2 Thesis Contributions
The objective of this study is to reconstruct the GOES-16 level two LST product over El Paso,
Texas using Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) Neural Network and an Interpolation Method.
LSTM is well-suited to make predictions based on time series data and the interpolation method
uses neighbor pixels without cloud cover for the estimation of LST. In order to describe the
individuality of each pixel the algorithms used NDVI, Landcover, Elevation, coordinates and
time. These Earth features were selected since they describe important aspects of the area of
interest. NDVI quantifies vegetation, landcover describes the physical material of the surface,
Elevation represents land terrains, coordinates are the geographic positions of the area (longitude
and latitude) and time is the hour and day that each image was taken.

1.3 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 gives an introduction to satellite remote sensing. Chapter 3 provides a review of
literature methods that were applied for the reconstruction of LST. Chapter 4 describes LSTM,
interpolation method and methodology to evaluate the results. Chapter 5 gives a conclusion and
suggestions for future work.

2

Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Satellite Remote Sensing
Remote sensing is the acquisition of information from a distance, this is accomplished via remote
sensors on satellites or aircrafts that detect and record reflected or emitted energy [31]. Sensors,
or instruments, aboard satellites or aircrafts can measure the electromagnetic radiation that is
reflected back using natural or artificial energy. Satellites that use natural energy like the sun, are
called passive sensors and those that provide their own source of illumination are called active
sensors [31]. Optical active sensors cannot penetrate dense cloud cover and thus have limitations
observing areas with dense cloud cover. Sensors acquire data at different number of bands with
different spectral wavelengths that cover different regions of the electromagnetic spectrum.
Using the information that sensors or instruments capture, scientists are capable of creating
products that show different characteristics of a region. Remote sensing data requires processing
before the data can be used by most researchers and users. Once the data is processed, it can be
used in a variety of applications, such as weather observations. Remote sensors, provide global
perspective and a wealth of data about Earth systems, and enable data-informed decision making
based on the current and future state of our planet. A single sensor will not capture all the
characteristics of a region but users need to leverage multiple sensors and data products to
address them. The principal reason that a single sensor is not capable of describing all Earth’s
features is principally due to the difference in spatial and temporal resolution from the sensors.
Spatial resolution is defined by the size of each pixel within a digital image and the area on
Earth’s surface represented by that pixel. The finer the resolution (the lower the number), the
more details become visible. Temporal resolution is the time it takes for a satellite to complete an
orbit and revisit the same observation area. GOES-16 is the most advanced fleet of geostationary
weather satellites. On board this satellite there are six different instruments that are focused on
capturing different features of the Earth. Advanced Baseline Imager (ABI) is one of these
instruments that works with 16 spectral bands and is in charge of producing the majority of the
products from GOES-16. ABI data is processed on different levels. Level 1a refers to
3

reconstructed, unprocessed instrument data at full resolution, time-referenced, and annotated
with ancillary information, including radiometric and geometric calibration coefficients and
georeferencing parameters. Level 1b is data that have been processed to sensor units. Level 2
data includes derived geophysical variables at the same resolution and location as Level 1 source
data [30]. One of the level two products that the ground segment team develops is the Land
Surface Temperature (LST) product which relies on channels 14 and 15 from the ABI instrument
data by completing the split window algorithm. The theoretical basis for remote sensing of LST
is that the total radiance emitted by the ground increases rapidly with temperature [35].

2.2 Electromagnetic Spectrum
Electromagnetic energy, produced by the vibration of charged particles, travels in the form of
waves through the atmosphere and the vacuum of space [31]. Waves have different wavelengths
and frequencies; a large wavelength means lower frequency. Figure 2.1 is a visualization of the
Electromagnetic Spectrum for the description of electromagnetic waves. The radio, microwave
and infrared have longer wavelengths and the ultraviolet, X-rays and Gamma have shorter
wavelengths. The small portion of energy that the human eye can detect is described between
infrared and Ultraviolet waves, this is called visible region.

Figure 2.1: Electromagnetic Spectrum [31].
All things on Earth reflect, absorb, or transmit energy, the amount of which varies by
wavelength. Everything on Earth has a unique spectral “fingerprint,” just as your fingerprint is
unique to you [31]. Figure 2.2 illustrates the wavelengths of different Earth features within the
4

visible light spectrum. The primary source of energy observed by satellites is between 4002500nm. The amount of the sun’s energy reflected depends on the roughness of the surface. For
example, we can see how snow and ice reflect ~90% of the energy and clear water reflects ~3%.
Researches use this information to identify Earth features. The number of spectral bands detected
by a given instrument, spectral resolution, determines how many different materials a researcher
can identify [31].

Figure 2.2: Spectral Signatures of Earth Features [31].

2.3 Spatial and Temporal Resolution
The higher the spatial resolution, the more detail it will contain. Figure 2.3 illustrates three
different spatial resolutions. On the first two squares from the left, there’s a 30-meter resolution,
which is a low spatial resolution. When the satellite captures the image that is over a house with
some land around it, the pixel of the satellite image will only categorize the pixel as a house
since it covers the majority of the region. The next two images in the center describe a 5-meter
resolution, which is considered high spatial resolution. In this image, we can see that since the
pixels will capture the region by 5 meters, the image will be able to describe the house and the
region that is in the top left corner, but not describe the land that is around the house. Since the
land that is around the house is a small area and the house covers the majority of the 5 meters
from the pixel, the pixel will only be represented as the house. In the last image from the right, a
one-meter spatial resolution is utilized. The one-meter pixels will be able to capture the house
and all the land that is around it.
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Figure 2.3: Spatial Resolution [38].
Geostationary satellites rotate as the same angular speed as Earth, which gives the satellite the
opportunity to capture the same region, Fig. 2.4. Geostationary satellites can have a temporal
resolution of 5 minutes.

Figure 2.4: Geostationary Satellite [31].

2.4 Remote Sensing of LST
All objects with temperatures greater than absolute zero emit radiation, and the amount of
radiation from a black body in thermal equilibrium at wavelength 𝜆 and temperature T is
described by Planck’s law:
𝐵 =
where 𝐵 is the radiance ( 𝑊𝑚 𝑠𝑟

𝜇𝑚 ), h is the Planck constant that is equal to

6.62607004 × 10-34 m2 kg / s, c is the speed of light that is equal to 3x108 m/s and k is the
Boltzmann constant that is equal to 1.38064852 × 10-23 m2 kg s-2 K-1. However, real surfaces do
not behave as black bodies. Emissivity which is defined as the ratio between the radiance of an
6

object and that of a black body at the same temperature, must be taken in consideration [26]. The
spectral radiance of a non-black body is given by the spectral emissivity multiplied by Planck’s
law. In the absence of atmospheric effects, the temperature of ground objects can be theoretically
determined by inverting Planck’s law once the emissivity is known [21]:
T=

/
[

]

where T is the temperature, B is the radiance at wavelength 𝜆, h is the Planck constant, c is the
speed of light, k is the Boltzmann constant and 𝜀 is the emissivity. Emissivity values can range
from 0 to 1 and in order to determine this value from a material surface many chemical and
physical properties must be taken into consideration making emissivity a difficult variable to
measure [20].
Now, to explains the relationship between spectral radiance and wavelength we must consider
Wien’s displacement law:
𝑇𝜆

= 2897.9 𝐾 𝜇𝑚

where T is the absolute temperature measured in Kelvins and 𝜆

is the wavelength at which

the maximum emission occurs. The average earth temperature is approximately 288 K and by
using Wien’s displacement law it can be concluded that the temperature of the Earth can be
capture by using wavelengths above 10 𝜇𝑚.
The problem of LST retrieval is to estimate the surface temperature from satellite-observed
brightness temperatures. The brightness temperature is a measurement of the radiance of the
microwave radiation traveling upward from the top of the atmosphere to the satellite, expressed
in units of the temperature of an equivalent black body [66]. Difficulties arise because of
multiple factors, including the nonlinearity of the Planck function, coupling of surface emissivity
and temperature in the radiative transfer function, and impact from the atmospheric radiance
[54].

7

Figure 2.5: Thermal Remote Sensing [58].

2.5 GOES – R Series
GOES-R, GOES-S, GOES-T and GOES-U are part of the GOES-R Series program that is
operated by the National Oceanic and the Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). The GOES-R Series provides advanced imagery
and atmospheric measurements of Earth’s weather, oceans and environment, real-time mapping
of total lightning activity, and provide monitoring of solar activity and space weather [14].
GOES satellites circle the Earth in geosynchronous orbit. Right now, only two of these satellites
are in orbit covering different areas from the Earth. The GOES-R satellite was later renamed as
GOES-16 after it was launched in 2016 and it keeps watch over the East, over North and South
America and the Atlantic Ocean all the way to the west coast of Africa. GOES-S was renamed as
GOES-17 after it was launched in 2018, this is the West satellite keeping watch over the Pacific
Ocean. Figure 2.6 illustrate the area that these satellites cover in Earth. GOES-17 and GOES-16
data are sometimes used together in order to produce a full imagery of the Earth. GOES-T is
scheduled to be launched in 2021 and GOES-U in 2024.

8

Figure 2.6: Representing the coverage region of GOES-16
(GOES-EAST) and GOES-17 (GOES-WEST) [27].

2.5.1 GOES – 16
GOES-16 was launched with six instruments on board and each one of them is in charge of
observing different aspects from Earth, Fig. 2.7 illustrates GOES-16 highlighting each one of the
instruments and Table 2.1 summarizes the main function of each one of them.

Figure 2.7: GOES-16 highlighting the six instruments that are on
board the satellite [14].

9

Table 2.1: Full name and main function of each instrument on board
GOES-16 [14].
Instrument
Function
Geostationary Lighting Mapper (GLM)
Collects information about lighting discharges
Extreme Ultraviolet and X-Ray Irradiance Sensors
Detects solar flares
(EXIS)
Comprised of four sensors that monito proton,
Space Environment In-Situ Suite (SEISS)
electron, and heavy ion fluxes in the
magnetosphere
Observes and characterizes complex active
Solar Ultraviolet Imager (SUVI)
regions of the sun, solar flares, and the eruptions
of solar filaments.
Provides measurements of the space environment
Magnetometer (MAG)
magnetic field
Advanced Baseline Imager (ABI)
Imaging Earth’s weather, oceans and environment

ABI is the primary instrument on GOES-16 for imaging Earth’s weather, oceans and
environment, providing more than 65% of all mission data products [14]. Figure 2.8 shows a
photo of ABI before it was attached to the satellite.

Figure 2.8: Image of the Advanced Baseline Imager [14].
ABI is a multi-channel imaging radiometer that provides variable area imagery and radiometric
information of Earth’s surface, atmosphere and cloud cover. ABI operates with different scan
modes: Full Disk, Contiguous U.S. (CONUS) which consists of the 48 adjoining U.S. states on
the continent of North America and two smaller, more detailed images of areas where storm
activity is present [53]. ABI views the Earth with 16 different spectral bands, including two
visible channels, four near-infrared channels, and ten infrared channels. Each one of these bands
has different primary functions that describe various elements on the Earth’s surface or in the
atmosphere, such as trees, water, clouds, moisture or smoke. Table 2.2 shows the 16 ABI’s
spectral bands and their characteristics and primary function of each one of them.
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Table 2.2: Advanced Baseline Imager Bands with their specific
wavelengths, bandwidths, spatial resolution, classification and
primary function. Band 14 and 15 are highlighted in red since those
bands are the ones that are being used for the calculation of LST
[53].
Center
Channel/
Wavelength
Band
(µm)

Bandwidth
(µm)

Spatial
Resolution
(km)

Classification

Primary Function

1

0.47

0.45 – 0.49

1

Visible

Aerosols

2

0.64

0.59 – 0.69

0.5

Visible

Clouds

3

0.865

0.85 – 0.88

1

Near-infrared

Vegetation

4

1.378

1.37 – 1.39

2

Near-infrared

Cirrus

5

1.61

1.58 – 1.64

1

Near-infrared

6

2.25

2.23 – 2.28

2

Near-Infrared

7

3.90

3.8 – 4.0

2

Infrared

8

6.185

5.77 – 6.60

2

Infrared

9

6.95

6.75 – 7.15

2

Infrared

Water Vapor features

10

7.34

7.24 – 7.44

2

Infrared

Cloud-top phase

11

8.5

8.30 – 8.70

2

Infrared

Total column ozone

12

9.61

9.42 – 9.80

2

Infrared

Clouds

13

10.35

10.10 – 10.60

2

Infrared

Clouds

14

11.2

10.80 – 11.60

2

Infrared

Clouds

15

12.3

11.80 – 12.80

2

Infrared

Clouds

16

13.3

13.0 – 13.6

2

Infrared

Air Temperature, clouds

Snow/ice discrimination,
cloud phase
Cloud particle size, snow
cloud phase
Fog, stratus, fire,
volcanism
Various atmospheric
features

2.6 Land Surface Temperature Retrieval Algorithm
LST Algorithm is explained in the “GOES-R ABI Algorithm Theorical Basis Document for
LST” which is available on the GOES-R main page in the documents section [53]. The algorithm
can be summarized as follow:
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Figure 2.9: High level Flowchart of the LST production for
illustrating the main processing steps of the calculation of LST.
*The ABI Water Vapor (WV) data may replace the NCEP WV if its
quality is verified [54].
o First, the procedure starts by extracting ABI sensor data sets and derived sensor data which
includes:


Brightness Temperature from Bands 14 and 15.



Geolocation data that is the latitude and longitude information from each pixel.



Solar-view geometry that is the solar zenith angle.



The satellite view zenith angle.



Quality Control (QC) flags that are determined on the level 1 ABI data that mark some
missing/bad pixels that will be skipped on the procedure.

o The LST production uses ancillary data:


ABI Cloud Mask which indicates cloudiness conditions (Explained on section 2.6).



Snow/Ice mask that is just an algorithm created for the detection of snow or ice
conditions.



Surface emissivity which indicates the emissivity on each pixel.



Total precipitable water (TPW).

o In addition to further test and assessment for the TPW and surface emissivity, the National
Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) TPW and Moderate Resolution Imaging
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Spectroradiometer (MODIS) emissivity is used and the Ice Mapping System (IMS) is also
used if the ABI snow/ice mask is not available.
o Land/Sea mask which categorizes each pixel as in land or water, LST will be calculated for all
land and inland water pixels.
o Pixels are then filtered by the cloud mask to ensure that only cloud clear pixels are retained
for LST retrieval.
o LST of each pixel is calculated with a specific coefficient set stratified by the day/night and
dry/moist atmospheric conditions.


A day/night flag is set using the solar zenith angle of the sensor geometric data to
calculate the time of the day.



The dry/moist atmospheric condition is determined using TPW.

o Meanwhile, the most important information related to retrieval quality and condition is
recorded in the QC flags.
Figure 2.9 is a High-level flowchart of the LST production for illustrating the main processing
steps of the calculation of the LST.
Finally, the Split Window (SW) algorithm is applied for the calculation of LST:
𝑇 = 𝐶 + 𝐴 𝑇 + 𝐴 (𝑇 − 𝑇 ) + 𝐴 𝜀 + 𝐷(𝑇

− 𝑇 )(𝑠𝑒𝑐𝜃 − 1)

where 𝑇 is the LST to be estimated, 𝑇 and 𝑇 are the sensed brightness temperatures at around
11 and 12 𝜇𝑚 ABI bands 14 and 15, respectively, 𝜀 is the average of the surface emissivity at
ABI channels 14 and 15, 𝜃 is the satellite view zenith angle, C, 𝐴 , 𝐴 , 𝐴 , and D are the
corresponding algorithm coefficients, which are stratified by day/night and dry/moist
atmospheric conditions, 𝑇 presents as the first guess of the LST estimation, (𝑇

− 𝑇 ) are

for atmospheric correction and (𝑠𝑒𝑐𝜃 − 1) for radiative transfer path correction.

2.7 Clouds
Clouds represent a major challenge for satellites. Liquid water and ice emit radiation so the
infrared imagery is the display of either cloud-top temperatures or Earth's surface temperature
[40]. Clouds play a major role in climate in two different ways. First clouds are essential for
water cycle. Second, clouds affect Earth’s temperature by cooling or warming the surface.
Clouds cool Earth’s surface by reflecting incoming sunlight and they warm it by absorbing heat
emitted from the surface and re-radiating it back down toward the surface. Also, clouds produce
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precipitation which will cause the surface to cool down. Thus, any changes in clouds will
determine the climate under the covered areas. The ways that clouds respond to changes in the
climate are so complex that it is hard to determine how much climate might change [39]. In this
study, the effect of clouds on the LST was not taken into consideration. For this reason, some
satellite products will be created with missing data, in any area or pixel where a cloud was
present at the moment that the image was captured, as the ABI Cloud Mask.

2.8 ABI Cloud Mask
The ABI Cloud Mask (ACM) runs 14 different cloud detection tests taking advantage of the high
spatial and temporal resolution of the GOES-R ABI visible, near-infrared, and infrared bands to
automatically produce a 4-level cloud mask; cloudy, probably cloudy, clear, or probably clear.
The main product of the ACM is the Binary Cloud Mask (BCM) where a clear classification is
given to pixels where the 4-level cloud mask is clear or probably clear. A cloudy classification is
given where the 4-level cloud mask is cloudy or probably cloudy.
The various cloud tests may be performed in any order, with the exception of the clear sky
uniformity tests and the restoral tests. These three tests must be performed after all the cloud
detection tests have been performed. Currently, it takes only one positive result on any cloud
detection test to produce a result of “cloudy”. Otherwise, the pixel remains clear. If a pixel is
“clear” and either of the uniformity tests are “yes”, the pixel is reclassified as “probably clear.” If
the pixel is cloudy, and the probably cloudy restoral test is set to “true”, the pixel is reclassified
as “probably cloudy” Figure 2.10 illustrates this procedure. Table 2.3 shows the 4-level cloud
mask and the BCM classification with a description of the pixels [18].
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Figure 2.10: Schematic illustration of the logic employed to derive
a 4-level cloud mask (clear, probably clear, probably cloudy and
cloudy) from the individual test results [16].
Table 2.3: Binary Cloud Mask and the 4-level cloud mask results
[16].
Cloud mask values and their descriptions
BCM Value Cloud Mask Value

Description

Clear

Clear

Pixels that passed no test for cloud and failed a test for spatial
heterogeneity

Clear

Probably clear

Pixels that passed no test for cloud but passed tests for spatial
heterogeneity

Cloudy

Probably cloudy

Pixels that passed a test for cloud and passed a test for cloud edges

Cloudy

Cloudy

Pixels that passed a test for cloud and failed a test for cloud edges

As stated before, the LST algorithm runs the cloud mask and then the LST values are calculated
in only the pixels that are classified as “clear”, i.e., non-cloudy. This will cause the image look
incomplete, with holes or gaps in the image. Figures 2.11, 2.13 and 2.15 illustrate the clear sky
mask from different days, where the white color indicates where the clouds were present at the
time the image was taken. Figures 2.12, 2.14 and 2.16 illustrate the Level 2 LST product
matching the same dates and time as the clear sky mask images, respectively, these images show
the LST values (the colorful areas representing different temperatures) that were calculated on
the “clear” pixels. Looking at the images, we can see how the LST values were not calculated in
pixels where the clouds were present.
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Figure 2.11: The Clear Sky Mask image illustrates where the clouds
were present at the time the image was taken. The white color
represents the pixels with clouds. Downloaded from NOAA Class.
Image opened with Python using code from the GNC-A BLOG.
Date: March 01, 2019. Time: 5:00 pm (MT).

Figure 2.12: Figure 2.11 illustrates the cloud masked product at the
same time and day of this image that is the Land Surface
Temperature product to illustrate how when there is cloud masked
pixels the land surface temperature cannot be calculated.
Downloaded from NOAA Class. Image opened with Python using
code from the GNC-A BLOG.
Date: March 01, 2019. Time: 5:00 pm (MT).

Figure 2.13: The Clear Sky Mask image illustrates where the clouds
were present at the time the image was taken. The white color
represents the pixels with clouds. Downloaded from NOAA Class.
Image opened with Python using code from the GNC-A BLOG.
Date: April 01, 2019. Time: 5:00 pm (MT).
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Figure 2.14: Figure 2.13 illustrates the cloud masked product at the
same time and day of this image that is the Land Surface
Temperature product to illustrate how when there is cloud masked
pixels the land surface temperature cannot be calculated.
Downloaded from NOAA Class. Image opened with Python using
code from the GNC-A BLOG. Land Surface Temperature. Date:
April 01, 2019. Time: 5:00 pm (MT)

Figure 2.15: The Clear Sky Mask image illustrates where the clouds
were present at the time the image was taken. The white color
represents the pixels with clouds. Downloaded from NOAA Class.
Image opened with Python using code from the GNC-A BLOG.
Date: May 20, 2019. Time: 5:00 pm (MT).
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Figure 2.16: Figure 2.15 illustrates the cloud masked product at the
same time and day of this image that is the Land Surface
Temperature product to illustrate how when there is cloud masked
pixels the land surface temperature cannot be calculated.
Date: May 20, 2019. Time: 5:00 pm (MT).

2.9 Previous Work
In this chapter, a variety of methods that have been used in the past for the prediction of LST will
be explained. These methods were applied on the Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) that offer a temporal resolution of 8-day, 16-day and 30-day and
high spatial resolution. There are not many studies on the prediction of LST data for
geostationary satellite products (recall that these satellites offer high temporal resolution and low
spatial resolution).

2.9.1 Regression Kriging (RK)
RK which combines a regression model and a kriging model for the regression residuals [23]:
𝑇(𝑠 ) = 𝑚(𝑠 ) + 𝑒̂ (𝑠 )
where 𝑚(𝑠 ) is the deterministic part of the spatial trend of 𝑇(𝑠 ) that can be estimated by the
regression model and 𝑒̂ (𝑠 ) is the stochastic part of the regression residuals. A common
regression approach is linear multiple regression where the prediction is a weighted average of
selected predictors. This approach introduces four main predictors, latitude, longitude, elevation
and NDVI to model the spatial trend of LST:
𝑚(𝑠 ) = 𝛽 + 𝑞

∙𝛽

+𝑞

∙𝛽

+𝑞

∙𝛽

+𝑞

∙𝛽

where 𝛽 is the estimated intercept, 𝑞

,𝑞

,𝑞

,𝑞

are the latitude, longitude, elevation

and NDVI values, respectively, and 𝛽

,𝛽

,𝛽

,𝛽

are the estimated coefficients related
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to the latitude, longitude, elevation and NDVI, respectively. The regression coefficients are
determined based on all valid pixels in the filtered image. The residual part in 𝑇(𝑠 ) can be
estimated by ordinary kriging, which predicts unknown value 𝑒̂ (𝑠 ) at location 𝑠 by calculating
the weighted average of the residuals 𝑒̂ (𝑠 ) at location 𝑠 :
𝑒̂ (𝑠 ) = ∑

𝜆 ∙ 𝑒(𝑠 )

where 𝜆 are the kriging weights. In the RK procedure, each LST image processed separately.
The RK uses the information present within surrounding, the available pixels information, to
interpolate the missing data.

2.9.2 Harmonic Analysis of Time Series (HANTS)
The HANTS algorithm applies a least squares curve-fitting procedure based on harmonic
components by considering the most important frequencies in the time profiles [51]. The fitted
curve in the HANTS transform is the sum of its mean value and several cosine functions with
different frequencies:
y(t) = 𝑎 + ∑

𝑎 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (𝑤 𝑡 − 𝜃 )

where y(t) is the fitted curve value at time t, 𝑎 is the average value of the time series, N is the
number of harmonics and 𝑎 , 𝑤 and 𝜃 are the amplitude, frequency and phase of harmonic i.
The amplitude and phase of the cosine function are determined during an iterative fitting
procedure for each harmonic. The number of harmonics was determined iteratively, until the best
fitting was achieved. First, a least squares curve is computed based on all the data points within
the valid range. Then, the observation points are compared with the fitted curve and the missing
pixel values are substituted with values that match the behavior of the other pixels. The HANTS
algorithm was applied to the LST data on a per-pixel basis for the entire study area. However,
the HANTS algorithm cannot be applied if a lot of consecutive pixels with valid LST are
missing.
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2.9.3 Interpolation Method
The Interpolation method is based on the idea that missing data could be calculated by a transfer
function that was established by those pixels with valid LSTs that had properties similar to the
null pixels, which induced similar temperature changes over time [52]. The pixels with no
computed LST are referred as null pixels. Considering that similar temperature changes exist in
two LST images, the LSTs at the pixels at two-time steps, such as 𝑡 and t, could have a
functional relationship:
𝑇 =𝑓 𝑇
where 𝑇 is the LST at time t and 𝑇 is the LST at the time 𝑡 . If the LST at the pixels in times
𝑡 and t are related, the transfer function f can be obtained by statistical regression. Then, a null
pixel which occurs at a similar temperature change as the other pixels can be calculated by the
function f.

2.9.4 Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW)
The IDW method assumes that the neighboring pixels have significant similarities that are
proportional to the distance between each pixel and the target pixel (reverse function), and we
used weighted average of thee surrounding pixels [32]. The value at a non-sampled point is a
weighted average of the values at the nearby measured points, the weights are generally the
inverse distance squared, the nearest measured points are defined as those located within a given
distance or the nearest n-points.
𝐿𝑆𝑇
where the 𝐿𝑆𝑇

=

∑ 𝑍𝑑
∑ 𝑑

is the estimated (reconstructed) LST value of a null pixel i, 𝑍 is the

weighted average of the three neighboring known pixel values at target point i, i is a target pixel
null value, 𝑑 is the weighted average distance between the three known pixels value with
unknown pixel value and n is the coefficient used to define the weight based on distance and N is
the total number of estimations. If the null pixels don’t have neighboring pixels a regression
equation using elevation data is used to calculate the LST values.
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2.9.5 Neural Network
ANNs are modeled to mimic a biological process of signal processing in the human brain. The
brain uses neurons that communicate with each other to make decisions. Neurons receive signals
through the dendrites, and if the signal is strong enough, the neuron gets activated and fires,
releasing signals through the axon which might activate more neurons. The way the neurons
work can be translated into an ANN procedure. The inputs (x1,x2,x3,…x4) enter the neuron and
then get multiplied by other values called weights (w1,w2,w3). The inputs and their
corresponding weights get multiplied and accumulated. The summation goes into the activation
function that decides the activation of the neuron [22]. At the output layer, another activation
function computes the output of the neurons generating a final result. Figure 2.17 shows the
biological neural network used as the basis of an ANN, to demonstrate how they both work
similarly to create decisions and outputs. In order for an ANN to know how to calculate the
output, it must go through a learning process. During the learning process, every input is
associated with a label, explaining what output the neural network should have guessed. If the
choice is the good one, actual parameters are kept and the next input is given. However, if the
obtained output doesn’t match the label, weights are changed. Those are the only variables that
can be changed during the learning phase [1]. ANN is divided into different categories that work
differently and accomplish different tasks.

Figure 2.17: Diagram of a biologically inspired artificial neuron network [22].
Neural Networks have been used in past studies that were trying to predict LST. Arslan and
Sekertekin applied the Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) Neural Network on MODIS LST data
(LSTM is explained in Chapter 3) [2]. The region of interest for this study was the Ceyhan city
in Turkey and the input data was the MODIS LST data from 2017 to 2019, a total of 1578
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images were used. The input for the LSTM is a time series of LST values that correspond to the
related pixels, aiming to reconstruct the LST values. When using Neural Network methods, a
percentage of the data gets segregated for training and the remaining data is used for testing
purposes. In this study 82% of the total data was used for training and 18% for testing. In this
study, the same kind of Neural Network is used, but using GOES-16 LST data from Spring 2019
and Earth Features, as input.
Zhang., et al applied a Deep Convolutional Neural Network, combined with spatial-temporalspectral supplementary information, to the missing information reconstruction in remote sensing
[59]. Convolutional Neural Networks are a specialized type of neural network that uses
convolution in place of general matrix multiplication in at least one of the layers [60]. The
proposed method was able to solve three typical missing information reconstruction tasks: 1)
dead lines in Aqua Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer band 6; 2) the Landsat
Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus scan line corrector-off problem; and 3) thick cloud removal.

2.9.6 Image Inpainting
Image inpainting is the task of filling missing pixels in an image such that the completed image
is realistic-looking and follows the original (true) context [25]. The algorithm, or procedure,
behind image inpainting is to locate the missing pixels from an image and then to use
valid/remaining/ground truth pixels to fill in those pixels. Note the valid pixels can be directly
copied and pasted onto the filled image at their corresponding locations. However simple and
direct, inpainting methods achieve good results only in cases where there is a small number of
missing pixels. The new age alternative is to use deep learning to in paint images by utilizing
supervised image classification. The idea is that each image has a specific label, and neural
networks learn to recognize the mapping between images and their labels by repeatedly being
taught or “trained” [24].
In summary, image inpainting aims to make a visual improvement to the art as a whole by
repainting missing or damaged parts using methods and materials equivalent to the original
artist’s work. As it relates to the goal of this study, remote sensing data is a little more
complicated [61]. While image inpainting can be used for the reconstruction of a small number of
missing pixels an LST image, it gets more complicated when a large number of pixels are
missing. Remote Sensing images are captured and created, and they involve unique pixels that
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describe different land covers from the Earth which require algorithms that can capture and
describe each of them.

2.10 Summary
Chapter 2 goes over Remote sensing, Planck’s Law, and GOES-16. Also, it explains the
Algorithm that is uses for the Land Surface Temperature calculation and the ABI Cloud Mask
that is the algorithm in charge of detecting cloudy conditions on the images. The section
illustrates three set of images which show the presence of clouds and the land surface
temperature that was able to be calculated on the cloud free pixels. Also, this chapter goes over
methods in the literature: Regression Kriging, Harmonic Analysis of Time Series, Interpolation
Metho, Inverse Distance Weighting and Neural networks that were used for the prediction of LST
products in satellite remote sensing images. The chapter also goes over the definition of image
inpainting and how it relates with the goal of this study.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
Artificial missing pixels will be created in the GOES-16 LST Product, and then these pixels and
their Earth features are used as inputs in the LSTM neural network and Interpolation Method that
will estimate the LST for these pixels. The Earth features used in this study are NDVI,
landcover, elevation, coordinates and time. Figure 3.1 illustrates the idea of the methods where
the earth features and the cloud masked pixels are the inputs of the LST and the interpolation
method that estimate LST to create a complete LST product as the output.

Figure 3.1: Diagram of LSTM and Interpolation Methods.

3.1 Location of Interest
The location of interest for this study is El Paso, which is the sixth-largest city in Texas with a
population of 681,728 in 2019. The city has a climate between cold desert and hot desert with
hot summers, little humidity and cold, mild, dry winters. Figure 3.2 shows the google view photo
centralized on El Paso, Texas. The study accounted using LST images from Spring 2019
between March 1 (Day of the Year (DOY) 60) to May 21, 2019 (DOY 151).
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Figure 3.2: Google Earth view centralized on El Paso, Texas.

3.2 Data
The key issue is to choose proper predictors for modeling the spatial trend of LST. Ideally a
physical deterministic model that explains the spatial patterns of LST optimally involves many
factors, such as the incoming solar radiation, topography, wind, and local radiation [23].
However, this information can be hard to collect. Predictors as NDVI, landcover, longitude,
latitude, elevation, landcover, DOY and Hour of the Day have been used in methods for the
prediction of LST and proven successful results [23][62][63].

3.2.1 Land Surface Temperature Product from GOES-16
Level 2 LST Product from GOES-16 has a temporal resolution of 1 hour and a spatial resolution
of 2 km. The data was downloaded from the NOAA Class website,
https://www.avl.class.noaa.gov/, as a NetCDF file. The file was converted into a Tag Image File
Format (TIFF) and cropped into a 70km x 70km area around El Paso, coordinates
W106.7994089, N32.07630891, E -106.1705911 and S 31.44749109, using Python and codes
from the GNC-A BLOG [11]. The complete file has the size of 35 x 35 pixels. A total of 2194
LST files were downloaded and processed.
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Figure 3.3: GOES-16 LST image illustrating the full CONUS scan
and highlights the location of interest, El Paso, Texas. March 23,
2019 - 03:00 AM (MT).

Figure 3.4: GOES-16 LST Data. March 19,2019 - 12:00 PM (MT).
LST Product for the location of interest, El Paso, Texas. NetCDF
file
obtained
from
NOAA
CLASS
website,
https://www.avl.class.noaa.gov/.
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3.2.2 Digital Elevation Model (DEM)
DEMs represent land terrains, and various elevations in a region. The Japan Aerospace
Exploration Agency (JAXA) develops a global digital 3D map “ALOS World 3D (AW3D)”
using archives acquired by the Panchromatic Remote sensing Instrument for Stereo Mapping
(PRISM), the map consists of a DEM with a spatial resolution of approximately 30m [44].
AW3D is downloaded from the OpenTopography webpage; https://portal.opentopography.org/,
as a TIFF file. By using python and the same coordinates that were used to crop the LST files the
DEM file was adjusted to the area of interest. Since the DEM has higher resolution than the LST
product the image ends up with a size of 2264 x 2264 pixels, Figure 3.5. However, in order to
match and describe the pixels that are given by the LST images, DEM was modified. Using
MATLAB, the DEM was resized to match the LST product, using the function “imresize”,
which by using nearest-neighbor interpolation changes the image to a 35 x 35-pixel size, “DEM
= imresize(DEM, [35 35], 'nearest');”. The final result of DEM that was used as the input for the
study is shown in Fig. 3.6.

Figure 3.5: DEM matching the area of interest with the original
spatial resolution of 30m (2264x2264 pixels).
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Figure 3.6: DEM matching the area of interest and the pixel size
from the LST product.

3.2.3 Landcover
Landcover maps describe the physical material at the surface of the Earth. The Copernicus
Global Land Service (CGLS) delivers an annual dynamic global Land Cover product at 100 m
spatial resolution (CGLS-LC100) [19]. The product was downloaded from the CGLS webpage
https://land.copernicus.eu/, in a TIFF format, then processed with python in order to crop the
area of interest, using the same coordinates for the LST and DEM data. Since the landcover has a
100m spatial resolution it ended up with a size of 2137x2713 pixels, Fig. 3.7, and 7 different
land cover types describing the physical materials of El Paso. The landcover map was processed
using MATLAB in order to match the same size of pixels as the LST data. Using the “imresize”
MATLAB function, “landcover imresize(landcover, [35 35],'nearest');” to match the size of the
LST product. From the original landcover with 100m resolution 7 land cover types were
represented on the map but since “forest” represents a very small area after applying the function
“imresize”, this landcover type disappeared, ending with only 6 landcover types for the study.
Fig. 3.8 shows the final landcover product with an image of 35x35 pixels.
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Table 3.1: shows the land cover types
and numbers to describe the landcover
map from Fig.3.6.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Land Cover Type
Shrub
Herbaceous Vegetation
Cultivated and managed
Vegetation
Urban
Bare/Spare Vegetation
Wetland
Forest

Figure 3.7: CGLS-LC100 Product matching the area
of interest with spatial resolution of 100 m and a size
of 2137x2713 pixels.

Table 3.2: Land cover types and numbers
to describe the CGLS-LC100 from Fig.
3.7.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Land Cover Type
Shrub
Herbaceous Vegetation
Cultivated and managed
Vegetation
Urban
Bare/Spare Vegetation
Wetland

Figure 3.8: Landcover matching the area of
interest.

3.2.4 Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI)
NDVI quantifies vegetation by measuring the difference between near-infrared (which
vegetation strongly reflects) and red light (which vegetation absorbs) [10].
𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼 =

(𝑁𝐼𝑅 − 𝑅𝑒𝑑)
(𝑁𝐼𝑅 + 𝑅𝑒𝑑)

where NIR is the reflection in the near-infrared spectrum and Red is the reflection in the red
range of the spectrum. NDVI values range from -1 and +1, high vegetation equals high values
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and low vegetation equals low values. The MODIS is a key instrument on board the Terra and
Aqua satellites. MODIS has a sun-synchronous orbit which means that it goes around the planet
and the satellite passes over any given point of the planet’s surface at the same local mean solar
time. MODIS vegetation indices are produced on a 16-day temporal resolution and a spatial
resolution of 500m (MOD13A1). MODIS NDVI was downloaded from the NASA
EARTHDATA webpage, https://earthdata.nasa.gov/, as a Hierarchical Data Format file (HDF)
[30]. Since MODIS has a sun-synchronous orbit, the region of interest wasn’t covered by a
single image so in order to create a full image matching the El Paso area, three HDF files were
downloaded. Using the HDF-EOS to GeoTIFF (HEG) Conversion Tool, a special tool created to
handle MODIS products, the three HDF files were merged and using Python and the same
coordinates as the LST product the files were cropped to match the area of interest [6]. The files
had a pixel size of 151 x 151 and to match the LST product MATLAB function “imresize” was
used. Three maps for each month of the time of interest were processed and used on this study.
Figures 3.9, 3.11 and 3.13 show the NDVI map for the month of March, April and May,
respectively, with the spatial resolution of 500m and a size of 151 x 151 pixels. Figures 3.10,
3.12 and 3.14 show the NDVI map matching the pixel size of the LST data.

Figure 3.9: MODIS NDVI for the month of
March 2019. NDVI map matching the area of
interest with a spatial resolution of 500m.
Image size is 151 x 151 pixels.
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Figure 3.10: March 2019 NDVI map
matching the area of interest and pixel size of
the LST.

Figure 3.11: MODIS NDVI for the month of Figure 3.12: April 2019 NDVI map matching
April 2019. NDVI map matching the area of the area of interest and pixel size of the LST.
interest with a spatial resolution of 500m.
Image size is 151 x 151 pixels.

Figure 3.13: MODIS NDVI for the month of Figure 3.14: May 2019 NDVI map matching
May 2019. NDVI map matching the area of the area of interest and pixel size of the LST.
interest with a spatial resolution of 500m.
Image size is 151 x 151 pixels.

3.2.5 Coordinates, Day of the Year (DOY) and Hour of the Day
Latitude and longitude represent the dependence of LST on location, which, respectively reflects
the difference in pixel characteristics. DOY and Hour of the day are used to represent the change
by day and hour of the LST. Temporal information per file was collected from each GOES-16
LST metadata.
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3.3 Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM)
LSTM is a variation of the Recurrent Neural Network which was first introduced in 1997 by
Sepp Hochreiter and Jürgen Schmidhuber. It is well-suited to make predictions based on time
series data. LSTM was chosen for this study since has been used in the past for the prediction of
LST and Sea Land Surface Temperature [2, 56]. The major difference between this study and the
ones performed in the past is that the network uses as input earth features that describe the
uniqueness of each pixel of in the area of interest. As shown in Fig. 3.15 LSTM has a chain-like
structure. The building block works with a cell state that adds or removes information with the
help of structures as gates that guide the sequence input data x = (𝑥 , 𝑥 , 𝑥 , … , 𝑥 ) to estimate
the hidden (output) state h = (ℎ , ℎ , ℎ , … , ℎ ) and the cell state c = (𝑐 , 𝑐 , 𝑐 , … , 𝑐 ). At
time step t, LSTM unit is fed by (𝑐

,ℎ

) resulting in the output of ℎ and the updated cell

state 𝑐 [2].

Figure 3.15: Architecture of the LSTM. x = (𝑥 , 𝑥 , 𝑥 , … , 𝑥 ) is
the input that is used to estimate the hidden (output) state h =
(ℎ , ℎ , ℎ , … , ℎ ) and the cell state c = (𝑐 , 𝑐 , 𝑐 , … , 𝑐 ).
𝑐 and ℎ = 0 [2].
The structure of the LSTM will be explained in the following sections. The network has three
types of gates to regulate the cell state: the forget gate, the input gate, and the output gate.

3.3.1 Forget Gate
The forget gate decides what information should be thrown away or kept. Figure 3.16 shows the
architecture of this gate. The gate uses the inputs 𝑥 and ℎ
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to output a number between 0 and

1, a 1 represents “to keep” while 0 represents “forget”. The calculations that occur on the forget
gate, 𝑓 , can be described as follows:
𝑓 = 𝜎(𝑊 ∗ [ ℎ
where 𝜎 is the sigmoid function, 𝑊 is the weight, ℎ

,𝑥 ] + 𝑏 )
represents the previous hidden state

(output) at the time beginning of the calculations where ℎ

is equal to ℎ the value of the the

hidden stat will be zero, 𝑥 is input, and 𝑏 bias.

Figure 3.16: Illustrating the forget gate [33].

3.3.2 Input Gate
The input gate passes the previous hidden state and current input into a sigmoid function which
transforms values between 0 and 1, this decides which values will be updated. Also, the hidden
state and current pass through the tanh function to calculate a value between -1 and 1 to regulate
the network. Then, the tanh and sigmoid outputs are multiplied. The sigmoid output will decide
which information is important to keep for the tanh [34]. The calculation of the input gate can be
described as follows:
𝑖 = 𝜎(𝑊 ∗[ℎ
𝐶 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ ( 𝑊 ∗ [ ℎ

, 𝑥 ]+ 𝑏 )
, 𝑥 ]+ 𝑏 )

where 𝑖 represents the input gate, 𝜎 is the sigmoid function, 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ is the tanh function, 𝑊 , 𝑊
are the weights, 𝑏 , 𝑏 are the bias, ℎ

is the previous hidden state (output), 𝑥 is the input

and 𝐶 represents the new candidate values.
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Figure 3.17: Forget Gate and Input Gate [33].

3.3.3 Cell Gate
The cell state gets calculated by first multiplying the old cell state with the forgets gate. If the
value is 0 the cell state will drop values. Then, add (𝑖 ∗ 𝐶 ) which will update the cell state to
new values that the neural network finds relevant. This gives the new cell state [34]. The cell
state, 𝐶 , can be described as follows:
C = f ∗ C
where 𝑓 is the forget gate, 𝐶

+ i ∗ C

is the previous state cell, 𝑖 is the input gate and 𝐶 is the new

candidate.

Figure 3.18: Forget Gate, Input Gate and Cell Gate [33].

3.3.4 Output Gate
The last gate is the output gate. The previous hidden state and the current input go into the
sigmoid function. Then pass the newly modified cell state to the tanh function. We multiply the
tanh output with the sigmoid output to decide what information the hidden state should carry
[33][34]. The calculations for the new cell state, 𝐶 , and Hidden state (output), ℎ , can be
described as follows;
𝑜 = 𝜎(𝑊 [ℎ

,𝑥 ] + 𝑏 )

ℎ = 𝑜 ∗ tanh ( 𝐶 )
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where 𝑜 is the output gate, 𝜎 is the sigmoid function, 𝑊 represents the weight, ℎ

is the

previous hidden state (output), 𝑥 is the input, 𝑏 is the bias, and tanh is the tanh function.

Figure 3.19: Forget Gate, Input Gate, Cell Gate and Output Gate [33].
The new cell state and the new hidden is then carried over to the next time step. In summary, the
forget gate decides what is relevant to keep from prior steps. The input gate decides what
information is relevant to add from the current step. The output determines what the next hidden
state should be [34].

Figure 3.20: Complete Architecture of the LSTM neural network [33].

3.4 MATLAB LSTM
LSTM was applied in the study by using the MATLAB and Deep Learning Toolbox [45].
A 4-layer neural network was built, Fig. 3.21. It consists of an input layer, an LSTM layer and one
fully connected layer. The architecture of the LSTM network in MATLAB was selected by trialand-error method in order to get minimum reconstruction error results. The data was divided
between Daytime and Nighttime images. When applying the trial-and-error method the datasets
didn’t obtain the minimum reconstruction error using the same architecture so they were trained
with different architectures. Daytime datasets were trained by using five hidden units for the
LSTM layer, which corresponds to the amount of information remembered between time steps.
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The number of epochs, which refers to the passing of the whole dataset through the network, was
set to 15. The mini batch size that is a subset of the training set that is used to update the weights
was set to 95 and the learning rate was set to 0.1. The fully connected layer was introduced into
the network since it has been used and proven to have successful results in other studies that
predicted sea surface temperature [56]. The fully connected layer helps make a better abstraction
and combination for the output vector [64]. The value for the LSTM hidden unit was set to 1.
Nighttime datasets were trained by using three hidden units for the LSTM layer, 15 for the
number of epochs, 90 for the mini batch size, and a learning rate of 0.1. Daytime and Nighttime
datasets were both trained by using adaptive moment estimation (Adam) optimized for training
options and the weights were initialized to zero [65].

Figure 3.21: Diagram illustrating the MATLAB structure used for
the study.

Since each pixel from each LST image has a different time series for the input the data was
divided to each pixel obtained from all images. The cloud-masked pixels were eliminated and
only the pixels with LST values remained. Since all the data is set into a 35 x 35-pixel image the
network has an input of 1225 cells, where each cell represents a pixel. The data is divided into
four-types of datasets; XTrain, YTrain, XTest and YTest.
The XTrain and YTrain data are used to train the network and XTest and YTest are used to test
the network. XTrain consists of the Earth features of the pixels used for training. Figure 3.22
illustrates how this data was processed. A pixel was collected from an image of the dataset and
then the Earth features are matched with the pixel, NDVI, landcover, DEM, coordinates, DOY
and Hour of the day. The information is organized in an array column. Then, the next pixel from
the same location, but different image will be extracted with their corresponding features, this
process is repeated until this unique pixel is collected from all the images of the dataset. Then, all
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the columns are placed in a cell in order to be used as an input for the LSTM network. Each cell
represents a different pixel from the image. YTrain is the LST value from each pixel to match
Xtrain data. The XTest and YTest data is processed as the XTrain and YTrain data, respectively.

Figure 3.22: XTrain and XTest process to be used as inputs for the data.

In order to train the network using MATLAB the function;
[net] = trainNetwork(XTrain,YTrain,layers,options);
the variable layers are the layers chosen for the network (LSTM and the 2 full connected layers)
and options is where epoch, learning rate, etc. values are specified. The output of this function is
“net” which is used for the function “YPred = predict(net, XTest);” The output of this function is
YPred that is the predicted LST values that are later compared to the original values YTest in
order to measure the accuracy of the network.

3.5 Interpolation Method
Yu et al. proposed a method based on the idea that missing data could be calculated by a transfer
function that was established by those pixels with valid LSTs that had properties similar to the
null pixels, which induced similar temperatures changes over time [52]. The interpolation
method that was applied on the LST images from this study is based on the same idea. Two
images are selected one at time t and the other one at time 𝑡 , the image at time t possess the
cloud masked pixels and the image at time 𝑡 is the reference image. The reference image will
ideally have LST values on the majority of the image. All the available pixels that match at the
two-time steps have a functional relationship that can be explained with a simple linear
regression;
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𝐿𝑆𝑇 = 𝑎 𝐿𝑆𝑇
where 𝐿𝑆𝑇 is an LST pixel value from an image at time t and 𝐿𝑆𝑇 is that same LST pixel value
from an image at time 𝑡 , the pixels at both times, t and 𝑡 , are located at the same coordinates
from the images. The value of a is used for another linear regressing between the cloud masked
pixel at time t and the pixel at the image at time 𝑡 .
𝐿𝑆𝑇 = 𝑎 𝐿𝑆𝑇
where 𝐿𝑆𝑇 will be the estimated LST for the cloud masked pixel at time t and 𝐿𝑆𝑇 is that same
pixel, same coordinates as 𝐿𝑆𝑇 , but in the image at time 𝑡 , that is to say that in order to
calculate the LST value on a cloud masked pixel that same pixel with the same coordinates must
be available at time 𝑡 . The value of a of the linear regression will be selected to be used in the
calculation of the LST value for a cloud masked pixel from the linear relationship of the
available pixels at the two-time steps by two different methods. One is by using a value from the
closest neighbor of the pixel that will be predicted and this can be archived by the Euclidean
Distance formula.
d=

(𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 − 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 ) + (𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 − 𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 )

where the 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 and 𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 are the coordinates of the cloud masked pixel and
𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 and 𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 are the coordinates of an available pixel at the two-time steps, t and
𝑡 . The formula will run between all the available pixels and the cloud masked pixel coordinates
in order to find the closest neighbor. The other way that we are going to be selecting a is by
selecting the closest similar pixel from the clouded masked pixel. The closest similar pixel will
be determined by using the Earth features; NDVI, elevation, landcover and the Euclidean
Distance. The cloud masked pixel will find the available pixels that have the most similar earth
features and then apply the Euclidean Distance in order to find the closest one.

3.6 LSTM Training and Testing
The estimation of LST values was conducted with LSTM implemented in MATLAB.
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Table 3.3: Datasets to input the LSTM network.
Daytime
Hours of the Day

8:00am – 7:00pm (MST)

8:00pm – 7:00am (MT)

1095

1099

446

480

Total Number of images available
Total Number of images with 20%+
pixels available
Training
Testing

Nighttime

85%
15%

379
67

80%
20%

384
96

Table 3.3 shows how the data was divided into the datasets. The total images available for the
time of interest were 2194 files. However, some of the images only have a small number or zero
available pixels on the LST images over the area of interest. Available pixels means that the
pixel was cloud-free and the LST was able to be calculated by the Split-Window algorithm. The
images were processed to look for the images with 20% or more available pixels and those were
the images that were used, a total of 926 images were used for the study. Four-hundred-andforty-six and Four-hundred-and-eighty images for the daytime and nighttime images,
respectively, were acquired. Eighty-five percent of the data was used for training and 15% for
testing the network for the Daytime images and 80% of the data was used for training and 20%
for testing for the nighttime images. The percentage selected for testing and training was chosen
by the trial-and-error method in order to minimize reconstruction error results.

3.7 Testing and Validation
In the testing data, artificial missing points were created in order to test the accuracy of the
estimation. In each one of the images, 250 pixels with an LST value will be set to zero to later
compare the estimated LST with the original LST. The artificial missing points will be randomly
selected on the image in two different forms; one form is by just selecting random pixels all
around the image and other by creating an artificial cloud on the image. The artificial cloud will
also be created on different areas of the image and those areas will be randomly selected, but
these areas will be always composed of 250 pixels. Figures 3.23, 3.24 and 3.25 shows an
example of the images with the artificial missing pixels. Figure 3.23 is the original image from
April 07, 2019 that was selected as testing image from the daytime dataset. Figure 3.24 illustrates
250 pixels, in white, that were selected randomly around the image. Figure 3.25 shows 250
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pixels that create an artificial cloud. Figures 3.24 and 3.25 are just an example on the image
however all the test images will have the artificial random pixels or the artificial cloud in
different areas of the image. LST images that had clouds present were also used in the study,
however, in order to avoid confusion for visual analysis only non-cloudy images were selected
for reconstruction.

Figure 3.23: The original Figure 3.24: Figure 3.23 Figure 3.25: Figure 3.23 with
LST image.
with
250
Random the artificial cloud.
artificial missing pixels.
Figures 3.23 – 3.25: April 07, 2019 – 5:00 PM (MT).

3.8 Performance Evaluation Metrics
As performance evaluation metrics, Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and the correlation
coefficient (𝑅 ) were used on this study. RMSE is the metric that measures the distance between
the predicted values and the actual values in the data [37].
RMSE =

∑( LST − LST )
n

where 𝐿𝑆𝑇 are the reconstructed LST values, 𝐿𝑆𝑇 are the original LST values and n is the total
number of reconstructed values.
The correlation coefficient, R, indicates the linear relationship between two variables [7].
𝑅(𝐴, 𝐵) =

1
𝑁−1

(

𝐴 − 𝜇 𝐵 − 𝜇
)(
)
𝜎
𝜎

where 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the mean and standard deviation of A, respectively, and 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the
mean and standard deviation of B.
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3.9 LSTM Analysis
The first analysis of the LSTM network consists of calculating the overall RMSE and R metrics
from the predicted LST values from the network. Also, the construction of an RMSE map that
includes the performance evaluation metrics of R and RMSE measured per pixel basis of the
35x35 pixel area can help to analyze the spatial accuracy of the predicted values. Another way to
analyze the accuracy of the predicted LST using the LSTM is with the reconstruction on images
from the testing datasets.

3.10 Error Dependency on Landcover
A spatial analysis is conducted by reporting the results for the entire dataset for individual
landcover types. The landcover map used on this study from Fig. 3.7 (see section 3.2.3) includes
six different land cover types. Each land cover type different percentages of the study area; shrub
(73.7%), Herbaceous Vegetation (3.3%), Cultivated and Managed Vegetation (4.9%), Urban
(15.3%), Bare Vegetation (2.6%), and Wetland (0.08%).

3.11 Spatial Analysis of the Artificial Cloud Testing Images
When creating the artificial missing pixels for the artificial cloud, these are located on only one
part of the image. The spatial analysis from this section consists of creating the artificial cloud on
different areas of the image in order to analyze if there’s some spatial dependency on the
estimation.

3.12 Interpolation Method Analysis
The interpolation method is completed by choosing a reference image from the corresponding
dataset. As mentioned before, the goal is to create a linear regression between all the available
pixels that match both the reference image and the image where the cloud-masked pixels are
located. The idea is to learn if the method behaves differently depending on the temporal position
of the reference image. Difference between the original LST and the calculated values with the
interpolation method are also analyzed to see if they exhibit any spatial dependency on the
pixels.
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3.13 Visual Analysis
Visual analysis is the reconstruction of the images with the predicted LST values to compare
with the original image from GOES-16. A set of three images are chosen per dataset. The same
set of images will be reconstructed by using the LSTM network and the interpolation method in
order to make visual comparison between them. Additionally, the performance evaluation
metrics are calculated per each reconstructed image in order to measure the accuracy of the
prediction per image. In this step, only images with non-clouded pixels are used for
reconstruction, to avoid confusion between the real cloud-masked pixels and the artificial cloudmasked pixels.

3.14 Summary
Chapter 3 describes the study area, Earth features data, datasets, and the methods applied in this
study. LSTM network and Interpolation method are applied for the prediction of LST in the area
of interest. It also describes the performance evaluation metrics and how the methodology is
going to be evaluated.
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Chapter 4
Results and Discussion

This chapter presents results for the estimation of LST by using the LSTM network and the
interpolation method explained in Chapter 3. The discussion is broken down following the
analyses described in Sections 3.7 - 3.13.

4.1 LSTM Analysis Results
The network was tested with four different datasets. Daytime and nighttime images are used to
create a dataset with artificial missing random pixels. and another dataset with the artificial
cloud. The overall R and RMSE for the estimated LST using each dataset are written in Table
4.1. The results for the daytime dataset are 0.9368 for R and 4.4178 K for RMSE for the testing
dataset with the artificial missing random pixels and 0.9350 for R and 4.4922 K for RMSE for
the testing dataset with the artificial cloud. The performance evaluation metrics are similar for
both testing daytime datasets with only a difference of 0.0018 for R and 0.0744 K for RMSE.
The nighttime testing datasets results are 0.8473 for R and 3.0805 K for RMSE for the testing
dataset with the artificial missing random pixels and 0.8517 for R and 3.0715 K for RMSE for
the testing dataset with the artificial cloud. The performance evaluation metrics are similar for
nighttime datasets, just like the daytime datasets, with only 0.0044 of difference for R and 0.009
K for RMSE.
The datasets with the artificial random missing pixels for both periods of the day showed
that for R the daytime dataset was 0.0895 higher than the nighttime dataset, and for the RMSE
the nighttime dataset was 1.3373 K lower than the daytime dataset. The datasets with the
artificial cloud for both periods of the day showed that for R the daytime dataset was 0.0833
higher than the nighttime dataset, and for RMSE the nighttime dataset was 1.4207 K lower than
the daytime dataset. Overall, the performance evaluation metrics showed better results for R in
the daytime datasets and better results for RMSE on the nighttime datasets.
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Table 4.1: Performance Evaluation Metrics of LSTM.
Overall Reconstruction Errors from LSTM
R
RMSE (K)
Artificial Random Missing
0.9368
4.4178
Daytime Pixels
Artificial Cloud
0.9350
4.4922
Artificial Random Missing
0.8473
3.0805
Nighttime Pixels
Artificial Cloud
0.8517
3.0715
Figures 4.1(a and c) are the RMSE maps calculated per pixel from the estimated LST
values for the daytime images from the LSTM network. Figure 4.1(a) is the RMSE map created
using the estimated LST values from the artificial missing random pixels for the daytime dataset
and it has RMSE values ranging from 2.1902 K to 8.1119 K, a mean of 4.5636 K, a mode of
2.1902K and standard deviation of 0.8904 K. Figure 4.1 (b) illustrates the histogram created
using the RMSE map from fig.4.1(a). Figure 4.1(c) is the RMSE map created using the estimated
LST values from the artificial cloud in the daytime dataset and it has RMSE values ranging from
1.7204 K to 8.7317 K, a mean of 4.7369 K, a mode of 1.7204 K and standard deviation of 1.0989
K. Figure 4.1(d) illustrates the histogram created using the RMSE map from fig. 4.1(c). The
RMSE map from fig. 4.1(a) had a maximum RMSE value of 0.6198 K lower than the RMSE
map on fig. 4.1(c). The RMSE map from fig. 4.1(c) had a minimum RMSE value of 0.4698 K
lower than the RMSE map on fig. 4.1(a).
Figures 4.2 (a and c) are the R maps calculated per pixel from the estimated LST values
for the daytime images from the LSTM network. Figure 4.2(a) is the R map created using the
estimated LST values from the artificial missing random pixels for the daytime dataset and it has
R values ranging from 0.6453 to 0.9975, a mean of 0.9364, a mode value of 0.6453 and standard
deviation of 0.0379. Figure 4.2(b) illustrates the histogram created using the R map from fig.
4.2(a). Figure 4.2(c) is the R map created using the estimated LST values from the artificial
cloud in the daytime dataset and it has R values ranging from 0.3144 to 0.9928, a mean of
0.9305, a mode of 0.3144 and standard deviation of 0.0520. Figure 4.2(d) illustrates the
histogram created using the R map from fig. 4.2(c). The R map from fig. 4.2(a) had a maximum
R value of 0.9975 better that the maximum value of the R map from fig. 4.2(c) that is 0.9928.
Also, the R map from fig. 4.2(a) has a minimum R value of 0.6453 better that the minimum
value from fig. 4.2(c) that is 0.3144.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4.1(a) RMSE map from the Artificial Random Pixels Daytime
Testing Dataset. (b) Histogram of the RMSE map from (a).
(c) RMSE map from the Artificial Cloud for the Daytime Testing
Dataset. (d) Histogram of the RMSE map from (c).
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Figure 4.2(a) R map from the Artificial Random Pixels Daytime
Testing Dataset. (b) Histogram of the R map from (a). (c) R map
from the Artificial Cloud for the Daytime Testing Dataset. (d)
Histogram of the R map from (c).

Figures 4.3 (a and c) are the RMSE maps calculated per pixel from the estimated LST
values for the nighttime images from the LSTM network. Figure 4.3(a) is the RMSE map created
using the estimated LST values from the artificial missing random pixels for the nighttime dataset
and it has RMSE values ranging from 0.2590 K and 5.1704 K, a mean of 0.2590 K, a mode of
0.2590 K and a standard deviation of 0.5615 K. Figure 4.3(b) illustrates the histogram created
using the RMSE map from fig. 4.3(a). Figure 4.3(c) is the RMSE map created using the estimated
LST values from the artificial cloud in the nighttime dataset and it has RMSE values ranging from
0.9279 K and 5.4587 K, a mean of 3.1033 K, a mode of 0.9279 K and a standard deviation of
0.6497 K. Figure 4.3(d) illustrates the histogram created using the RMSE map from fig. 4.3(c).
The RMSE map from fig. 4.3(a) had a minimum RMSE value of 0.6689 K lower than the RMSE
map from fig. 4.3(c). The RMSE map from fig. 4.3(a) had a maximum RMSE value of 0.4166 K
lower than the RMSE map from fig. 4.3(c).
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Figures 4.4 (a and c) are the R maps calculated per pixel from the estimated LST values
for the nighttime images from the LSTM network. Figure 4.4(a) is the R map created using the
estimated LST values from the artificial missing random pixels for the nighttime dataset and it has
R values ranging from 0.2456 to 0.9826, a mean of 0.8182, a mode of 0.2456 and a standard
deviation of 0.0871. Figure 4.4(b) illustrates the histogram created using the R map from
fig. 4.4(c). Figure 4.4(c) is the R map created using the estimated LST values form the artificial
cloud in the nighttime dataset and it has R values ranging from -0.5473 to 1, a mean of 0.8067, a
mode of 1 and a standard deviation of 0.1173. Figure 4.4(d) illustrates the histogram created using
the R map from fig. 4.4(c). The R map from fig. 4.4(c) has a maximum value of R of 1 which is
better than the maximum value of fig. 4.4(a) of 0.9826. The R map from fig. 4.4(a) has a minimum
value of 0.2456 which is better than the value from fig. 4.4(c) of -0.5473.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Fig. 4.3 (a) RMSE map from the Artificial Random Pixels
Nighttime Testing Dataset. (b) Histogram of the RMSE map from
(a). (c) RMSE map from the Artificial Cloud for the Nighttime
Testing Dataset. (d) Histogram of the RMSE map from (c).
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Fig. 4.4 (a) R map from the Artificial Random Pixels Nighttime
Testing Dataset. (b) Histogram of the R map from (a). (c) R map
from the Artificial Cloud Nighttime Testing Dataset. (d) Histogram
of the R map from (c).
The LST images were reconstructed for the visual analysis on Section 4.5. A total of
three images were reconstructed per dataset. Figures 4.8(b), 4.10(b), 4.12(b), 4.13(b), 4.14(b) and
4.15(b) are the reconstructed images for the daytime datasets with the estimated LST values from
the LSTM network. Tables 4.7 and 4.8 show the performance evaluation metrics written per
image for the daytime datasets. Figures 4.8(b), 4.10(b) and 4.12(b) are the reconstructed images
from the daytime testing datasets with the artificial missing random pixels. The performance
evaluation metrics for these images resulted in low values for R having the greatest value in
fig. 4.10(b) of 0.2358 and the lowest value in fig. 4.12(b) of 0.0715, and good values for RMSE
having the lowest value in fig. 4.12(b) of 0.9560 K and the biggest value in fig. 4.8(b) of
1.2247 K. Figures 4.13(b), 4.14(b) and 4.15(b) are the reconstructed images from the daytime
testing datasets with the artificial cloud. The performance evaluation metrics for these images
resulted in low values for R having the greatest value in fig. 4.13(b) of 0.4942 and the lowest
value in fig. 4.14(b) of -0.0859, and good values for RMSE having the lowest value in fig.
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4.15(b) of 0.5468 K and the highest value in fig. 4.13(b) of 1.1132 K. Overall, for the
reconstructed daytime images the performance evaluation metrics showed good results in RMSE
because they aren’t bigger than 1.2247 K (fig.4.8b), however for R the images showed poor
reconstruction performance since the values don’t go higher than 0.4942 (fig. 4.13b).
Figures 4.17(b), 4.19(b), 4.21(b), 4.22(b), 4.23(b), and 4.24(b) are the reconstructed images for
the nighttime datasets with the estimated LST values from the LSTM network. Tables 4.9 and
4.10 show the performance evaluation metrics written per image for the nighttime datasets.
Figures 4.17(b), 4.19(b) and 4.21(b) are the reconstructed images from the nighttime datasets
with the artificial missing random pixels. The performance evaluation metrics for these images
resulted in low values for R having the greatest value in fig. 4.21(b) of 0.5098 and the lowest
value in fig. 4.19(b) of 0.4073, and good values for the RMSE having the lowest value in 4.21(b)
of 1.2218 K and the biggest value in fig. 4.17(b) of 1.9844 K. Figures 4.22(b), 4.23(b) and
4.24(b) are the reconstructed images from the nighttime datasets with the artificial cloud. The
performance evaluation metrics for these images resulted in low values for R having the greatest
value in fig. 4.24(b) of 0.5548 and the lowest value in fig. 4.22(b) of 0.0155, and good values in
RMSE having the lowest value in fig. 4.24(b) of 0.9924 K and the biggest value in fig. 4.23(b) of
1.4409 K. Overall, for the reconstructed nighttime images the performance evaluation metrics
showed good results in RMSE since they are not bigger than 1.9844 K (fig. 4.17b), however for
R the images showed poor reconstruction performance since the values don’t go higher than
0.5548 (fig. 4.24b).

4.2 Error Dependency on Landcover
The error dependency per landcover was analyzed by dividing each pixel per landcover class
from the testing images and obtaining the performance evaluation metrics that are written on
tables 4.2 – 4.5. The landcover classes resulted in different levels of performance, depending on
R and RMSE. The metrics per landcover class in the daytime dataset with the artificial missing
random pixels range between 4.3560 K (Urban) and 5.3587 K (Bare/Spare Vegetation) for
RMSE and between 0.9389 (Shrub) and 0.9115 (Wetland) for R. The metrics per landcover class
in the daytime dataset with the artificial cloud range between 4.6306 K (Shrub) and 6.0261 K
(Wetland) for RMSE and 0.9634 (Wetland) and 0.9053 (Cultivated and Managed Vegetation) for
R. The metrics per landcover class in the nighttime dataset with the artificial missing random
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pixels range between 3.0422 K (Cultivated and Managed Vegetation) and 3.5537 K (Bare/Spare
Vegetation) for RMSE and between 0.8630 (Cultivated and Managed Vegetation) and 0.8292
(Urban) for R. The metrics per landcover class in the nighttime dataset with the artificial cloud
range between 2.8090 K (Wetland) and 3.6578 K (Bare/Spare Vegetation) for RMSE and 0.8973
(Wetland) and 0.8337 (Urban) for R.
Tables 4.2 - 4.5 Overall performance evaluation metrics per land
cover type per dataset. The landcover class with the best value for
RMSE or R is highlighted in blue.
Daytime – Artificial Random Missing Pixels
RMSE
(K)

R

Shrub

4.6649

0.9389

Herbaceous Vegetation

4.7566

Cultivated and
managed Vegetation

Daytime – Artificial Cloud
RMSE
(K)

R

Shrub

4.6306

0.9364

0.9345

Herbaceous Vegetation

4.9758

0.9454

4.7078

0.9230

Cultivated and
managed Vegetation

5.1170

0.9053

Urban

4.3560

0.9334

Urban

4.8464

0.9369

Bare/Spare Vegetation

5.3587

0.9264

Bare/Spare Vegetation

5.4501

0.9420

Wetland

5.1183

0.9115

Wetland

6.0261

0.9634

Landcover

Landcover

Table 4.2

Table 4.3

Nighttime–Artificial Random Missing Pixels
RMSE
(K)

R

Shrub

3.1483

0.8485

Herbaceous Vegetation

3.2147

Cultivated and
managed Vegetation

Nighttime – Artificial Cloud
RMSE
(K)

R

Shrub

3.2543

0.8513

0.8469

Herbaceous Vegetation

3.2357

0.8660

3.0422

0.8630

Cultivated and
managed Vegetation

3.0880

0.8780

Urban

3.1898

0.8292

Urban

3.1340

0.8337

Bare/Spare Vegetation

3.5537

0.8353

Bare/Spare Vegetation

3.6578

0.8533

Wetland

3.1059

0.8579

Wetland

2.8090

0.8973

Landcover

Landcover

Table 4.4

Table 4.5
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4.3 Spatial Analysis on the Artificial Cloud Testing Dataset Results
The first column from fig. 4.4 contains the images with the artificial missing cloud created in
different areas of fig. 4.3, where each image was reconstructed using LSTM and the interpolation
methods. The performance evaluation metrics are presented in Table 4.6. In figure 4.4, column
two contains the reconstructed images by the LSTM network. The performance evaluation
metrics range from 0.5148 – 0.0487 for R and 0.5309 K – 1.3501 K for RMSE. In figure 4.4,
column three contains the reconstructed images by the interpolation method with the closest
neighbor. The performance evaluation metrics range from 0.9500 – 0.8249 for R and 0.3082 K –
0.4661 K for RMSE. In figure 4.4, column four contains the reconstructed images by the
interpolation method with the closest similar neighbor. The performance evaluation metrics
range from 0.9377 – 0.7501 for R and 0.3607 K – 0.5184 K for RMSE. The difference between
the performance evaluation metrics is due to the different land cover types that each artificial
missing area covers (see sections 3.2.3 and 4.2). The performance evaluation metrics are
different depending on the location of the artificial cloud. However, there was not major
difference between the performance evaluation metrics.

Figure 4.5 April 07, 2019 - Hour 5:00 pm (MT).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

(m)

(n)

(o)

(p)

(q)

(r)

(s)

(t)

Figure 4.6 April 07, 2019 - Hour 5:00 pm (MT). First column is
Figure 4.5 with the artificial cloud located at different areas on the
image. Second column is the reconstructed images with the LST
values estimated using LSTM. Third column is the reconstructed
images with the LST values estimated using the interpolation
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method with the closest neighbor. Four column is the reconstructed
images with the LST values estimated using the interpolation
method with the closest similar neighbor.

Table 4.6 The performance evaluation metrics for the Spatial
Analysis on the Artificial Cloud Images.
April 07, 2019 - Hour 5:00 pm (MT)
Spatial Analysis on the Artificial Cloud Testing Images
Interpolation Method

LSTM
Figure
4.6

R

Closest Neighbor
RMSE

Figure

(K)

4.6

R

Closest Similar Neighbor

RMSE

Figure

(K)

4.6

R

RMSE
(K)

b

0.2283

0.5309

c

0.8249

0.3082

d

0.7501

0.3607

f

0.0487

1.0935

g

0.9227

0.4220

h

0.9123

0.4483

j

0.4258

1.3501

k

0.9500

0.4661

l

0.9377

0.5184

n

0.3263

0.8430

o

0.8845

0.4161

p

0.8137

0.5184

r

0.5148

0.8335

s

0.8833

0.4558

t

0.8528

0.5077

4.4 Interpolation Method Results
The interpolation method results were divided between daytime and nighttime images.

4.4.1 Interpolation Method Daytime Results
Figures 4.8(a), 4.10(a), 4.12(a), 4.13(a), 4.14(a) and 4.15(a) are images that were reconstructed
from the daytime datasets. Figures 4.8(a), 4.10(a) and 4.12(a) are images with artificial missing
random pixels and figures 4.13(a), 4.14(a) and 4.15(a) are images with artificial cloud. Each one
of these images was reconstructed using the interpolation method with the closest neighbor and
the closest similar neighbor. The performance evaluation metrics are shown in Table 4.7 for the
images with the artificial missing random pixels and in Table 4.8 for the images with the
artificial cloud.
Figures 4.8(a) and 4.13(a) were reconstrued by using the interpolation methods with a
reference LST image of just one hour earlier, April 07, 2019 – 4:00 pm (MT). The performance
evaluation metrics for these images considering the interpolation method with the closest
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neighbor and the closest similar neighbor ranged between 0.9723 (fig. 4.8(c)) to 0.9227 (fig.
4.13(f)) for R and 0.2938 K (fig.4.8(c)) to 0.4936 K (fig. 4.13(f)) for RMSE.
Figures 4.10(a) and 4.14(a) were reconstructed by using the interpolation methods with a
reference LST image from two hours earlier, May 28, 2019 – 8:00 am (MT). The performance
evaluation metrics for these images considering the interpolation method with the closest
neighbor and the closest similar neighbor ranged between 0.8138 (fig.4.10(c)) to 0.4998 (fig.
4.14(c)) for R and 0.5780 (fig. 4.10(c)) to 0.8111 K (fig. 4.14(c)) for RMSE.
Figures 4.12(a) and 4.15(a) were reconstructed by using the interpolation methods with a
reference LST image from eight days earlier, April 09, 2019 – 6:00 pm (MT). The performance
evaluation metrics for these images considering the interpolation method with the closest
neighbor and the closest similar neighbor ranged between 0.9521 (fig. 4.12(c)) to 0.3460 (fig.
4.15(c)) for R and 0.2929 K (fig. 4.12(c)) to 0.6084 K (fig. 4.12(d)) for RMSE.
The purpose of using reference images with one hour, two hours and eight days earlier
than the cloud masked images was to analyze if this will affect the estimation accuracy of the
LST values. The performance evaluation metrics by using the reference image of two hours
earlier have a minimum R value of 0.4998 and a maximum RMSE of 0.8111K and by using the
reference image of eight days earlier the minimum R value is 0.3460 and a maximum RMSE of
0.6084 K. Conclusively the farther the reference image is from the time of the LST image with
the cloud masked pixels the performance evaluation metric value of R will deteriorate.

4.4.2 Interpolation Method Nighttime Results
Figures 4.17(a), 4.19(a), 4.21(a), 4.22(a), 4.23(a) and 4.24(a) are images that were reconstructed
from the nighttime datasets. Figures 4.17(a), 4.19(a) and 4.21(a) are images with the artificial
missing random pixels and figures 4.22(a), 4.23(a) and 4.24(a) are images with the artificial
cloud. Each one of these images was reconstructed using the interpolation method with the
closest neighbor and the closest similar neighbor. The performance evaluation metrics are
written on Table 4.9 for the images with the artificial missing random pixels and on table 4.10
for the images with the artificial cloud.
Figures 4.17(a) and 4.22(a) were reconstructed by using the interpolation methods with a
reference LST image from one hour later, March 23, 2019 – 4:00 am (MT). The image was
chosen from a later time than the figures in order to analyze if there were offer the same
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performance evaluation metrics as using the images from the past. The performance evaluation
metrics for these images considering the interpolation method with the closest neighbor and the
closest similar neighbor ranged between 0.9880 (fig.4.17(c)) to 0.8431 (fig.4.22(f)) for R and
0.3501 K (fig. 4.17(c) to 0.5734 K (fig. 4.22(f)) for RMSE.
Figures 4.19(a) and 4.23(a) were reconstructed by using the interpolation methods with a
reference LST image from two hours earlier, May 14, 2019 – 4:00 am (MT). The performance
evaluation metrics for these images considering the interpolation method with the closest
neighbor and the closest similar neighbor ranged between 0.9835 (fig. 4.19(c)) to 0.9537 (fig.
4.19 (d)) for R and 0.3250 K (fig.4.19(c)) to 0.5397 K (fig. 4.19(d)) for RMSE.
Figures 4.21(a) and 4.24(a) were reconstructed by using an LST image from seven days
earlier, May 17, 2019 – 9:00 pm (MT). The performance evaluation metrics for these images
considering the interpolation method with the closest neighbor and the closest similar neighbor
ranged between 0.9748 (fig. 4.21(c)) to 0.8076 (fig. 4.24(d)) for R and 0.3167 K (fig. 4.21(c)) to
0.7112 K (fig. 4.21(d)) for RMSE.
The purpose of using reference images with one hour later, two hours and seven days
earlier than the cloud masked images was to analyze if this will affect the estimation accuracy of
the LST values. The performance evaluation metrics by using the reference image of two hours
earlier have a minimum R value of 0.0.9623 and a maximum RMSE of 0.5397K and by using the
reference image of seven days earlier the minimum R value is 0.8076 and a maximum RMSE of
0.7112 K. Conclusively the farther the reference image is from the time of the LST image with
the cloud masked pixels the performance evaluation metrics will decline.
Figures 4.13(d and g) and 4.22(d and g) are the difference maps between the original LST
image and the images reconstructed with the interpolation methods with the closest neighbor and
the closest similar neighbor. These images were created to analyze if there was a spatial behavior
between the predicted LST values and the reconstructed images with the interpolation methods.
In other words, if there was any spatial dependency, we were expecting to see the majority
highest values of the difference in LST in the middle or vice versa. However, the images do not
show any spatial dependency on the pixels.
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4.5 Visual Analysis Results
Daytime and Nighttime Datasets
The performance evaluation metrics of the reconstructed images are discussed in Section 4.1for
the LSTM network and on Section 4.4 for the Interpolation methods. Each image was
reconstructed using the same color bar image for visual analysis.

Figure 4.7 April 07, 2019 - Hour 5:00 pm (MT).
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 4.8 Based on Figure 4.5 (a) Fig. 4.7 with the artificial
random pixels (white pixels) (b) Reconstructed Fig. 4.8(a) with
LST values estimated using LSTM. (c) Reconstructed Fig. 4.8(a)
with LST values estimated using the interpolation method with the
closest neighbor (d) Reconstructed Fig. 4.8(a) with LST values
estimated using the interpolation method with the closest similar
pixel

Figure 4.9 May 28, 2019 – Hour 10:00 am (MT).
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(b)

(a)

(c)
(d)
Figure 4.10 Based on Figure 4.9 (a) Figure 4.9 with the artificial
random pixels (white pixels) (b) Reconstructed Fig. 4.10(a) with
LST values estimated using LSTM. (c) Reconstructed Fig. 4.10(a)
with LST values estimated using the interpolation method with the
closest neighbor (d) Reconstructed Fig.4.10(a) with LST values
estimated using the interpolation method with the closest similar
pixel.
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Figure 4.11 April 17, 2019 – Hour 06:00 pm (MT).
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(b)

(a)

(c)
(d)
Figure 4.12 Based on Figure 4.10 (a) Fig.4.10 with the artificial
random pixels (white pixels) (b) Reconstructed Fig. 4.12(a) with
LST values estimated using LSTM. (c) Reconstructed Fig. 4.12(a)
with LST values estimated using the interpolation method with the
closest neighbor (d) Reconstructed Fig. 4.12(a) with LST values
estimated using the interpolation method with the closest similar
pixels.
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Table 4.7 Performance evaluation metrics for the daytime images
with the artificial missing random pixels.
Daytime
Artificial Random Missing Pixels
Method

Day
April 07, 2019
5:00 pm (MT)
May 28, 2019
10:00 am (MT)
April 17, 2019
06:00 pm (MT)

Interpolation Method

LSTM

Figure

R

4.8(b)

0.2281

4.10(b)
4.12(b)

Closest Neighbor
RMSE

Figure

R

1.2247

4.8(c)

0.9723

0.2358

0.9666

4.10(c)

0.0715

0.9560

4.12(c)

(K)
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RMSE

Closest Similar Neighbor
RMSE

Figure

R

0.2938

4.8(d)

0.9261

0.4747

0.8138

0.5780

4.10(d)

0.6095

0.7885

0.9521

0.2929

4.12(d)

0.7727

0.6084

(K)

(K)

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(e)

(f)
(g)
(h)
Figure 4.13 Based on fig. 4.7 (a) Figure 4.7 with the artificial cloud.
(b) Figure 4.13(a) reconstructed image with the LST values
estimated from the LSTM. (c) Figure 4.13(a) reconstructed image
with the LST values estimated using the interpolation method with
the closest neighbor (d) Difference image from original and
reconstructed image from interpolation method – Closest Neighbor.
(e) Histogram from figure 4.13(d).
(f) Reconstructed image with the predicted LST values from the
interpolation method using the Closest Similar Neighbor.
(g) Reconstructed image with the predicted LST values from the
interpolation method using the Closest Similar Neighbor.
(h) Histogram from figure 4.13 (g).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 4.14 Based on Figure 4.9(a) Figure 4.9 with the artificial
cloud (white pixels) (b) Reconstructed Fig. 4.14(a) with LST values
estimated using LSTM. (c) Reconstructed Fig. 4.14(a) with LST
values estimated using the interpolation method with the closest
neighbor (d) Reconstructed Fig. 4.14(a) with LST values estimated
using the interpolation method with the closest similar pixel.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 4.15 Based on Figure 4.11 (a) Figure 4.11 with the
artificial cloud (white pixels) (b) Reconstructed Fig. 4.15(a) with
LST values estimated using LSTM. (c) Reconstructed Fig. 4.15(a)
with LST values estimated using the interpolation method with the
closest neighbor (d) Reconstructed Fig. 4.15(a) with LST values
estimated using the interpolation method with the closest similar
pixel.
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Table 4.8 Performance evaluation metrics for the Daytime testing
images with the artificial cloud.
Daytime
Artificial Cloud
Method

Day
April 07, 2019
5:00 pm (MT)
May 28, 2019
10:00 am (MT)
April 17, 2019
06:00 pm (MT)

Interpolation Method

LSTM

Figure

R

4.13(b)

0.4942

4.14(b)
4.15(b)

Closest Neighbor
RMSE

Figure

R

1.1132

4.13(c)

0.9334

-0.0859

0.9329

4.14(c)

0.1432

0.5468

4.15(c)

(K)

RMSE

Closest Similar Neighbor
R

0.4596

4.13(f)

0.9227

0.4936

0.4998

0.8111

4.14(d)

0.5296

0.7943

0.4442

0.4950

4.15(d)

0.3460

0.5184

(K)

Figure 4.16 March 23, 2019 – Hour 3:00 am (MT).
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RMSE

Figure

(K)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 4.17 Based on Figure 4.16 (a) Figure 4.16 with the
artificial random missing pixels (white pixels) (b) Reconstructed
Fig. 4.17(a) with LST values estimated using LSTM. (c)
Reconstructed Fig. 4.17(a) with LST values estimated using the
interpolation method with the closest neighbor (d) Reconstructed
Fig. 4.17(a) with LST values estimated using the interpolation
method with the closest similar pixel.

Figure 4.18 May 14, 2019 – Hour 6:00 AM (MT).
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(a)

(b)

(d)
(c)
Figure 4.19 Based on Figure 4.18 (a) Figure 4.18 with the
artificial random missing pixels (white pixels) (b) Reconstructed
Fig. 4.19(a) with LST values estimated using LSTM. (c)
Reconstructed Fig. 4.19(a) with LST values estimated using the
interpolation method with the closest neighbor (d) Reconstructed
Fig. 4.19(a) with LST values estimated using the interpolation
method with the closest similar pixel.

Figure 4.20 May 24, 2019 – Hour 9:00 pm (MT).
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 4.21 Based on Figure 4.20 (a) Fig. 4.20 with the artificial
random missing pixels (white pixels) (b) Reconstructed Fig. 4.21(a)
with LST values estimated using LSTM. (c) Reconstructed Fig.
4.21(a) with LST values estimated using the interpolation method
with the closest neighbor (d) Reconstructed Fig. 4.21(a) with LST
values estimated using the interpolation method with the closest
similar pixel.
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Table 4.9 Performance evaluation metric for the Nighttime testing
images with the artificial missing random pixels.
Nighttime
Artificial Missing Random Pixels
Method

Night
March 23, 2019
3:00 am (MT)
May 14, 2019
6:00 AM (MT)
May 24, 2019
9:00 pm (MT)

Interpolation Method

LSTM

Figure

R

4.17(b)

0.4813

4.19(b)
4.21(b)

Closest Neighbor
RMSE

Figure

R

1.9844

4.17(c)

0.9880

0.4073

1.6391

4.19(c)

0.5098

1.2218

4.21(c)

(K)
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RMSE

Closest Similar Neighbor
RMSE

Figure

R

0.3501

4.17(d)

0.9688

0.5610

0.9835

0.3250

4.19(d)

0.9537

0.5397

0.9748

0.3169

4.21(d)

0.8656

0.7112

(K)

(K)

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(e)

(f)
(g)
(h)
Figure 4.22 Based on fig. 4.16 (a) Figure 4.16 with the artificial
cloud. (b) Figure 4.22(a) reconstructed image with the LST values
estimated from the LSTM. (c) Figure 4.22(a) reconstructed image
with the LST values estimated using the interpolation method with
the closest neighbor (d) Difference image from original and
reconstructed image from interpolation method – Closest
Neighbor. (e) Histogram from figure 4.22(d). (f) Reconstructed
image with the predicted LST values from the interpolation
method using the Closest Similar Neighbor. (g) Reconstructed
image with the predicted LST values from the interpolation
method using the Closest Similar Neighbor. (h) Histogram from
figure 4.22(g).
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 4.23 Based on Figure 4.18 (a) Figure 4.18 with the
artificial cloud (white pixels) (b) Reconstructed Fig. 4.23(a) with
LST values estimated using LSTM. (c) Reconstructed Fig. 4.23(a)
with LST values estimated using the interpolation method with the
closest neighbor (d) Reconstructed Fig. 4.23(a) with LST values
estimated using the interpolation method with the closest similar
pixel.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 4.24 Based on Figure 4.20 (a) Figure 4.20 with the
artificial cloud (white pixels) (b) Reconstructed Fig. 4.24(a) with
LST values estimated using LSTM. (c) Reconstructed Fig. 4.24(a)
with LST values estimated using the interpolation method with the
closest neighbor (d) Reconstructed Fig. 4.24(a) with LST values
estimated using the interpolation method with the closest similar
pixel.
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Table 4.10 Performance evaluation metrics for the Nighttime
testing images with the artificial cloud.
Nighttime
Artificial Cloud
Method

Night
March 23, 2019
3:00 am (MT)
May 14, 2019
6:00 AM (MT)
May 24, 2019
9:00 pm (MT)

Interpolation Method

LSTM

Figure

R

4.22(b)

0.0155

4.23(b)
4.24(b)

Closest Neighbor
RMSE

Figure

R

1.0660

4.22(c)

0.8774

0.4416

1.4409

4.23(c)

0.5548

0.9924

4.24(c)

(K)

RMSE

Closest Similar Neighbor
RMSE

Figure

R

0.5115

4.22(f)

0.8431

0.5734

0.9623

0.4369

4.23(d)

0.9642

0.4259

0.8729

0.5821

4.24(d)

0.8076

0.7035

(K)

(K)

4.6 Summary
Chapter 4 discussed the analysis results for the methods proposed in this study. The performance
of each method was analyzed by reconstructing LST images and getting the performance
evaluation metrics. Performance is better by using the interpolation method than the LSTM
network. Performance for the landcover classes is different in each case.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
5.1 Conclusions
LSTM neural network and an interpolation method were proposed in this study to be used as
estimation methods of LST on cloud masked pixels. These two methods were chosen for the
following reasons. LSTM was chosen to take advantage of the high temporal resolution that
GOES-16 provides and that will give sufficient data to train the neural network. The
interpolation method assumes that some pixels with spatially valid LSTs may follow a change
trend over time similar to the null pixels, and the focus thus becomes to locate those similar
pixels to interpolate each null pixel [52]. Since GOES-16 allows to give images just hours before
the image where the cloud masked pixels are located it can be conclude that a good trend over
these short time over the changes of LST can allow an accurate estimation of LST.
Daytime and Nighttime images of Spring 2019 in El Paso, Texas, NDVI, landcover,
elevation, location and time were used as input for the LSTM network and on the interpolation
method. In order to test the estimators artificial missing pixels were created in two different
ways: one by randomly selecting 250 pixels and the other by selecting 250 pixels to create an
artificial cloud on the images. LSTM was applied by sing the MATLAB platform. After the
training and testing, it was concluded the performance evaluation metrics showed better results
for R in the daytime datasets and better results for RMSE on the nighttime datasets. A difference
between this study and the one completed in 2019 by Arslan and Sekertekin is that the nighttime
images with the LST estimation turned out to have better performance evaluation metrics than
the daytime images [2]. Published work suggested that LSTM Neural Network promised to give
better results for the estimation of LST over El Paso, Texas area. El Paso is located over the
Chihuahuan Desert. The Chihuahuan Desert is considered a “cold” desert, the temperature
fluctuates sharply between day and night and different elevations due to the dry and low
humidity climate [4]. Looking at the website “timeanddate.com” the average of the temperatures
per day can be displayed of the selected city [48]. Analyzing on the website the graphs of
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temperature from El Paso of the months March, April and May for 2019, it is noticeable that the
temperature fluctuations vary more during the night that during the day.
The results demonstrated the obvious advantage of the interpolation method over the
LSTM neural network. The conclusion is based on the performance evaluation metrics from the
reconstructed images from section 4.5. The performance evaluation metrics for the daytime
datasets that were reconstructed with the interpolation methods never go below 0.3460 for R and
not higher than 0.8111 K for RMSE as compared to the LSTM images that go as low as -0.0859
for R and as high as 1.2247 K for RMSE. The performance evaluation metrics for the nighttime
datasets that were reconstructed with the interpolation methods never go lower than 0.8076 for R
and not higher than 0.7112 K for RMSE as compared to the reconstructed LSTM images that go
as low as 0.0155 for R and as high as 1.9844 K for RMSE. However, a disadvantage of the
interpolation method is that the algorithm can only be applied on one image at the time. If the
algorithm runs in a reference image and a cloud masked image and the linear regression
equations are calculated using the valid pixels these equations can only be applied in that specific
cloud masked image. If other cloud masked pixels from a different image are to be calculated
another reference image must be chosen and other linear regressions equations must be
computed. In contrast to the LSTM that every time the algorithm runs is able to estimate the LST
on an entire dataset on this case around 100 images at the time. Consequently, the performance
evaluation metrics on this study were calculated for the overall dataset only with the LSTM
neural network and the interpolation method was only analyzed per image basis.

5.2 Future Work
GOES-16 Level 2 LST product has an advantage of having high temporal resolution giving
abundant data to train and test neural network types for the estimation of cloud-masked pixels in
the product. The reason that LSTM was chosen on this study is because LSTM is usually used to
process and make predictions given sequences of data [68]. In other words, it will learn to
recognize patterns across time. The memory of LSTM allows them to learn more about longterm dependencies in data to understand the whole context of the sequence while making the
next prediction [69]. Also, in the past LSTM Neural Network was used for the prediction of
LST giving good results [2, 56], considering that this same type of network didn’t give the
expected results for this study there are other types that can be tested on the same area. A
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proposed neural network that can be analyzed for future studies in the estimation of LST is the
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). CNN is designed to exploit “spatial correlation” in data,
it will learn to recognize components of an image [68]. CNN was used in the estimation of LST
on the prediction of LST on the areas of Feng Yun-2G (FY-2G) and Meteosat Second
Generation-Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager (MSG_SEVIRI) satellites and it
resulted in accurate results. Also, CNN was used for the prediction of LST from AMSR-R and
MSR2 microwave radiometer data with good performance [47]. Since, CNN was used for the
estimation of LST it will be worth to analyze this network with the GOES-16 LST Levet 2
product [59]. Other NN models can also be developed with different Earth features as inputs, for
example; soil moisture and albedo. Additionally, is important to say that different climate zones
have different impacts on the LST. The LSTs of buildings are bare-land areas are higher than
those of areas covered by vegetation and water bodies [67]. Since, the results and conclusion that
were discussed on this study were deduced by using LSTM and the interpolation method over El
Paso, Texas it will be worth it to study these methods on other cities/areas.
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Appendix A
List of Acronyms

ABI – Advanced Baseline Imager
ANN - Artificial Neural Network
ACM – ABI Cloud Mask
BCM – Binary Cloud Mask
CONUS – Contiguous U.S.
DOY – Day of the Year
EXIS – Extreme Ultraviolet and X-Ray Irradiance Sensors
GOES – Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite
GLM – Geostationary Lighting Mapper
HEG - HDF-EOS to GeoTIFF
HDF - Hierarchical Data Format
IMS - Ice Mapping System
LST – Land Surface Temperature
LSTM – Long-Short Term Memory
MAG - Magnetometer
MODIS – Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
NASA - National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NCEP - National center for Environmental Prediction
NDVI – Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
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NOAA – National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NOAA-CLASS – NOAA Comprehensive Large Array-Data Stewardship System
QC - Quality Control
RMSE – Root Mean Square Error
RTE – Radiative Transfer Equation
SEISS – Space Environment In-Situ Suite
SUVI – Solar Ultraviolet Imager
TIFF - Tag Image File Format
TIR - Thermal Infrared
TPW - Total Precipitable Water
TOA – Top of Atmosphere
UHI – Urban Heat Island
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